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generator then generates the sync detect signal when the
comparator provides a threshold comparison of the summed
value with the reference sum value.
This appln claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Appln
No. 601034,348, filed Dec. 23, 1996.
In another aspect of the present invention, the parallel
5 current domain converter is operable to convert each of the
TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION
n sequential bits stored in the serial data register into a
differential current domain. The parallel current domain
The present invention pertains in general to a sync detect
converter is comprised of a first and second differential
circuit for detecting the presence of sync bits in a serial data
nodes associated with a plurality of first switchable current
stream and, more particularly, to a sync detect circuit for
10 sources and a plurality of second switchable current sources,
operating in the current domain.
respectively. Each of the first current sources is associated
with one of the n sequential bits in the serial data register and
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
switchable when the associated one of the n bits is at a
Serial data streams are typically transmitted over a single
matched logic state to switch current to the first differential
wire data bus. For a synchronous transmission, the first step 1s node. Each of the second current sources is associated with
required is extraction of a bit clock therefrom. In some
one of the n sequential bits in the serial data register and
systems, the bit clock itself is transmitted over a separate
switchable when the associated one of the n bits is at a
line or bus, such that the data reception is synchronized with
second logic state opposite the first logic state and is
respect to each clock edge associated with a bit. However,
operable to switch current to the second differential node.
most data is transmitted in groups of bits, each group of bits 20 The summing circuit comprises the first and second differconstituting a single data word. Typically, a data word is
ential nodes which are operable to sum the switched current
eight bits long, which constitutes a byte, or nine bits long to
thereto by the first and second current sources, respectively.
accommodate some line coding or error correction overThis difference between these two sums is compared with a
head. Although the data is received in a synchronous
predetermined reference and, when it is less than this
manner, such that each bit can be recognized, it is still 25 reference, the sync detect signal is generated.
difficult to determine the byte boundary or frame boundary.
1, a further aspect of the present invention, a frame
This would require a separate frame clock.
boundary detect circuit is provided for generating a frame
In data storage devices, such as magnetic hard disks or
sync signal upon generation of the frame found signal. The
CD ROMs, data must be extracted from the media, which is
frame sync signal therefore indicates the presence of a frame
typically a mechanical spinning media, in a synchronous 30 boundary associated with the beginning of a data word that
fashion. The method typically utilized to synchronize the
is to be received in the next sequential number of bits
overall operation of the system is to store at least one byte
received in the serial data register. In this operation, the n
of synchronizing data at the beginning of each sector in the
sequential bits converted by the parallel current domain
disk such that the serial data can be loaded into a serial shift
converter are the last received n serial bits. A parallel data
register and the contents of that serial register compared in 35 register is provided for receiving the output of the first m bits
a parallel manner to a known sync word. When the data in
of the serial data register, m being the length of the data word
in the serial data string. The parallel register is loaded by the
the serial register matches the sync word, then this constitutes reception of the sync word and a frame boundary is
frame sync signal.
defined.
40
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
One disadvantage to previous systems for detecting the
presence of the sync words is that they required a template
For a more complete understanding of the present invenmatching technique wherein a plurality of exclusive OR
tion and the advantages thereof, reference is now made to
gates were required to make a comparison between each bit
the following description taken in conjunction with the
in the serial register and each bit of the sync word. This 45 accompanying Drawings in which:
required a significant amount of circuitry to accomplish this
FIG, 1 illustrates a block diagram of a system utilizing the
decoding function.
sync detect circuit of the present invention;

SYNC DETECT CIRCUIT

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention disclosed and claimed herein comprises a sync detect circuit for detecting the presence of a
series of sync bits in a predetermined order of n data bits in
length in a serial data stream and clocked with a bit clock.
The sync detect circuit includes a serial data register for
receiving the data bits from the serial data stream and having
a length of at least n. The serial data register is clocked by
the bit clock. Aparallel current domain converter is provided
for converting pattern matching of each of the n sequential
bits into the current domain such that a discrete current value
is output for each of the n bits in the serial data register. The
value of each of the discrete currents corresponds to the
digital value of mismatch of the associated serial bit. A
summing circuit (electrical node) is provided for summing
the discrete current values associated with all of the converted n bits stored in the serial data resister
to vrovide a
u
summed value. A comparator then compares the summed
value with a reference sum value. A sync detect signal

FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of the sync detect
circuit;
50
FIG. 3 illustrates a more detailed block diagram of the
sync detect circuit of the present invention;
FIG, 4 illustrates a schematic diagram of the current
sources that comprise the sync detect circuit;
FIG. 5 illustrates a schematic diagram of the threshold
55 portion of the current sources;

60

65

a
diagram of the frame boundary
detect circuit;
FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of the data out serial/
circuit; and
parallel
FIG. 8 illustrates a timing diagram for the overall operation of the system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
Referring now to FIG. 1, there is illustrated a block
diagram depicting a sync detect circuit 10 utilized in con-
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junction with a data storage device 12 such as a hard disk
56 to a positive supply voltage rail. Redirection of the
drive and front end circuitry, which front end drive circuitry
current sources can be controlled also through an XOR gate
is operable to recover the bit clock from the data storage
used as logic compensation between the logic state Q and
register stored sync pattern.
media. The data storage device 12 is operable to output a
serial data stream on a serial data output line 14 and also 5
The coding scheme utilized is to have each current source
provide a bit clock output on a line 18. The serial data is in
sink current from one of the lines 50 and 52 at a level of I,.
a format such that it is synchronized with the sync detect
There will be provided a programming scheme which is a
circuit 10 in that they share a similar bit clock. This clock is
metal-mask programmable scheme that will sink the current
generated by the timing recovery circuit of the data storage
I, from the line 50 in the presence of a bit mismatch and will
device. This clock signal allows the edges of the data output lo sink current from the line 52 in the presence of a bit match.
by the data storage device 12 to be synchronized with the
Thereafter, it is only necessary to compare these two current
levels on the lines 50 and 52 to each other in order to
logic circuitry internal to the sync detect circuit 10. The sync
detect circuit 10 is operable to control a data latch 20, which
determine if there is an error therebetween. In order to
provide some fault tolerance for a selected number of bits
is operable to receive serial data from the line 14 and convert
it to parallel data on a bus 22. The bus 22 is a byte-wide bus,
that can be in error, there is an offset provided. This offset
essentially allows a number of mismatches to occur between
such that the serial data input to the data latch 20 is
the mask-programmed sync reference word and the received
converted into data words for output to a CPU 16. The sync
detect circuit 10 must detect both the beginning of a sector
word. For example, if there were three bits that resulted in
current being sinked from the wrong one of the lines 50 and
output by the data storage device 12 and also determine the
frame boundary. This will be described in more detail 20 52, the error would be 61,, since for each bit and error, there
hereinbelow.
would be I, less current in the correct one of the line and I,
more current in the wrong line 50 or 52. TOaccommodate for
Referring now to FIG. 2, there is illustrated a block
this, there is a threshold current provided by a threshold
diagram of the sync detect circuit 10 and a latch 20. The
current source 58 which effectively sinks an additional
serial data is received on a line 14 and input to a serial
inlparallel out data register 26. The data continually passes 25 amount of current from the line 50. This would effectively
replace a predetermined number of bits that are in error.
through the data register 26 with the data register 26 having,
in the preferred embodiment, eighteen registers to allow for
The data latch 34 is comprised of a 9-bit latch that has the
storage of two nine-bit words. Therefore, there will be
input thereof connected to the output of each of the registers
in the serial data register 40. Each of the latches in the latch
eighteen sequential data bits stored in the data register 26 on
any given cycle of the clock CK. An internal register 28 is 30 34 are masterlslave latches with the master latch clocked by
provided for storing a reference sync word. Each bit in the
the frame sync signal FR and the slave portion thereof
data register 26 is compared with each bit in the reference
clocked by the system byte clock PCK, this allowing the
data to be extracted by the system and synchronized theresync word in register 28 with a comparator 30. When a true
comparison is made, this indicates that the sync word is
with independent of the frame sync that is defined by the
present in the data register 26. When this occurs, this 35 sync detect circuit 10. In order to generate the frame detect
represents a word boundary or a frame boundary. This is
signal, the signals on the lines 50 and 52 are input to a frame
input to a frame sync circuit 32. The frame sync circuit 32
detect block 60, that is operable to determine if there is a
generates a frame sync signal FR, which is input to an output
sync word detected and then determine when to generate a
data latch 34. The output data latch 34 is operable to extract
frame clock signal. This will be described in more detail
a single data word, which is nine bits in length, for storage 40 hereinbelow.
therein and output as a data output word DTO, and is
Referring now to FIG. 4, there is illustrated a detailed
clocked by the system clock PCK.
block diagram of the current source block 44 and the current
source block 46. Each of the current switches in the current
Referring now to FIG. 3, there is illustrated a more
detailed logic diagram of the sync detect circuit of FIG. 2.
source block 44 and the current source block 46 are comThe serial inlparallel out data register is comprised of two 45 prised of two N-channel transistors 62 and 64. The sources
of each of the transistors 62 and 64 are connected to a
8-bit masterlslave serial data registers 40 and 42. The data
register 40 has the output thereof input to the input of the
common source node 66. The common source node 66 for
each of the pairs of transistors 62 and 64 are connected to the
serial data register 42. The bits in the serial register 40 are
labeled "O" through "7" and the registers in the serial data
drain of an associated N-channel current source transistor
register 42 are labeled "8" through "17". The output of each so 68, the source thereof connected to ground and the gate
register in the serial data register 40 are input to a bank of
thereof connected to a bias voltage on a line 70. The gate of
transistor 62 is connected to the true output of the register
current sources 44, there being a separate current source for
associated with that pair of transistors and the gate of
each register or data bit stored in the serial register 40.
Similarly, the output of each of the registers in the serial data
transistor 64 is connected to the inverted output of the
register 42 are input to a bank of current sources 46, with a 5s register associated with the pair of transistors 62 and 64.
separate current source for each of the registers in the serial
The drains of the switching transistors 62 and 64 for each
data register 42 and the associated bit stored therein.
of the pairs are connected to lines 72 and 74. The lines 72
Redirection of each of the current sources is metal-mask
and 74 are masked-programmable to be connected to either
programmed, such that the current output thereby will be a
of the lines 50 or 52, such that both are connectable to the
function of the logic state match stored in the associated data 60 same line for each pair of transistors 62 and 64. In this
register in the serial data registers 40 and 42. Therefore, the
manner, the pair of transistors 62 and 64 for each of the bits
BO-B17 can be programmed to draw current from only one
digital domain is converted into the analog current domain.
Further, this is a differential current domain provided by two
of the lines 50 and 52 for a logic match and the other of the
lines for a logic mismatch. For example, in the example
differential lines, one line 50 labeled "ERR" and one line 52
labeled "ERRZ". These current sources in current source 65 illustrated in FIG. 4, the pairs of transistors 62 and 64 are
banks 44 and 46 will sink current from the lines 50 or 52,
illustrated for the bits BO, B1 and B17. The programming is
such that the line 72 associated with the drain of transistor
which lines 50 and 52 are connected through resistors 54 and
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62 for the bit BO is connected to the line 50, whereas the
2. In the neighborhood of the worst-case sync detection
operation, where the actual number of bit mismatches
drain of the transistor 64 associated with the BO bit is
equals or is one greater than the threshold, the voltage
connected to line 52. Similarly, the line 72 associated with
potential of the error of the ERR line 50 and the ERRZ
the drain of transistor 62 for the bit B1 is connected to line
50 and the line 74 associated with the drain of transistor 64 s
line 52 will be approximately a single voltage apart
(V,=I,*R). This small amount of voltage difference
for the B1 bit is connected to the line 52 The pair of
will ensure that all current switches and current sources
transistors 62 and 64 for the B17 bit are connected opposite
will operate at approximately the same potential, thus
to those associated with the BO and B1 bit. The line 72
greatly reducing effects of non-ideal device characterassociated with the drain of transistor 62 is connected to the
line 52 and the line 74 associated with the drain of transistor 10
istics. This eliminates the need for more elaborate
64 is connected to the line 50. Therefore, when a logic "1"
current sources, such as cascode current sources. In
addition, the current switches can be realized as miniis present on registers BO and B1, current will be sinked
from line 50, whereas a logic "1" for bit B17 will result in
mum size source-connected MOS transistors.
current being sinked from line 52.
3. The number of additional current sources required to
re-balance the current lines is a simple linear integer
The threshold current source 58 is illustrated with a single 15
function of the threshold.
current switch in the form of an N-channel transistor 76,
connected in series with an N-channel current source tran4, A simple and regular metal mask via pattern that
sistor 78. Transistor 76 has the drain thereof connected to the
connects two metal layers is all that is required to
ERR line 50 and the source thereof connected to the drain of
establish a new sync field bit pattern.
transistor 78. Transistor 78 has the source thereof connected 20
5, The differential approach is twice as insensitive to
to ground and the gate thereof connected to the VmS
device mismatch errors as the single-ended approach.
voltage on the IIode 70. The gate of transistor 76 is conIn order to determine the number of current sources and
netted to a
TH. Whenever the
the size thereof required for the threshold current source 58,
signal TH is present, a current source in the form of 2s the following derivation is set forth,
transistor 78 will sink a predetermined level of current from
the ERR line 50. The size of transistors 68 are all the same
Derivation of Differential Current-mode Equation
with the transistor 78 being sized to determine the level of
L ~ ~ ,
current that is sinked thereby.
N=18, observation window size, i.e., size of the serial shift
The lines 72 and 74 are connected to the ERRZ line 52
register equal to the sync field length
and the ERR line 50 such that the logic state of each of the 30 n=actual number of instantaneous bit errors, OSnSN
output registers in the data registers 40 and 42 will result in
t=set threshold value, i.e., tolerated number of bit errors; for
the associate current source transistors 68 having their drains
three bits: O S k S 7
connected to the ERRZ line 52. For an eighteen-bit sync
k=additional number of current sources connected to the
word, this will result in a current of 181, being sinked from
non-error line that are not switched dynamically
the line 52. This will result in a voltage drop across the 35 I,=unit current source
resistor 56. Of course, this assumes no errors in the sync
V,=voltage drop contribution of the register bit, V,-I,*R
word and also that the sync word is loaded in the registers
The error current is directly proportional to the instanta40 and 42, which will only exist for a single clock cycle. In
neous number of bit errors and the number of additional
order to provide an appropriate offset, the threshold current
static sources:
source must provide at most a matching current level of 171, 40
IE=(n+k)Io
on the line 50 to provide a voltage drop across the resistor
54 correspondingto the voltage drop across the resistor 56.
The non-error current is directly proportional to the instanT~ account for errors, this level is lower, as will be described
taneous number of correct bits:
herein below.
45
The voltage on the lines 50 and 52 are input to a
I,=(N-n)~,
comparator 80, the positive input of comparator 80 connected to the line 52 and the negative input of the comparaBoth currents are converted into voltage through a pair of
tor 80 connected to the line 50. The output of comparator 80
matched resistors:
comprises a Frame Find signal FRFND. This comparator 80
VE=(n+k)IoR=(n+k)Vo
compares the voltage of the two lines 50 and 52, and
whenever they go below a "0"value, the output will go high.
VN-(N-n)IoR=(N-n)Vo
The conversion of the digital word to a differential analog
current mode logic domain provides for significantly less
and their difference is being input to a comparator
circuitry than a true digital approach. By comparison, a 55
AV=V~V,-(N-2n-k)v0
2-byte fully-digital fault-tolerant sync detector is prohibitively expensive in terms of the required number of logic
AS 10% as AV is less than zero the sync search continues. It
gates. Further, the differential approach provides a number
Stops when AV is greater than zero and the sync found
of advantages. The advantages provided by this differential
60 condition is then declared.
approach are:
1. The current change on each line 50 and 52 is equal to
Derivation of k
the negative current change on the other line. This will
Sync found if AV2O
reduce noise. In addition, if the ERR line 50 and the
ERRZ line 52 are laid out in parallel and close to each
N-Zn-k20==2k2N-Zn
other, they will form a dipole. This will greatly reduce 65
electromagnetic noise and capacitive coupling tolfrom
Since k is an integer, the boundary value of k that satisfies
other signals.
this equation is
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size of the transistor 68. An additional bypass transistor 100
is provided having the drain thereof connected to the ERRZ
For the number of bit errors equal to the threshold t,
line 52, the source thereof connected to the drain of an
N-channel transistor 102 and the gate thereof connected to
k=(N-1)-2t or,
s a bypass signal BP. Transistor 102 is similar in size to the
transistor 68 and has the source thereof connected to ground
k=(2*2B+p)-2t
and the gate thereof connected to the bias control signal 70
k=z*(zB-y)+p=~*t+p
and constitutes a current source. The transistor 90 is turned
on during normal operation, the 9-bit mode, and turned off
such that,
10 turning the bypass 8-bit mode. In this mode, the transistor
100 will be turned on. As such, when transistor 100 is turned
N-l=2*2B+p and,
on and transistor 90 is turned off, this will result in a negative
t=one's complement of t in B digit binary representation.
difference of -Io as compared to the normal operating mode.
Referring now to FIG. 6, there is illustrated a diagramFor example, for N=18, t=[t2,tl,to]
t=[t2,tl,to] (bit-by-bit inversion) and
I S matic view of the frame detect circuit 60 of FIG. 3. The
frame detect circuit 60 is comprised of a 9-bit circular
k=2t+3
register 110. The circular register 110 has an input register
and an output register, the input register labeled ''0 and the
The comparator input as a dynamic function of the number
output register labeled "8". The input register is connected
of bit errors,
20 to the output of an AND gate 112 which has one input
thereof connected to the output of a bubble generation block
AV=[I+Z(~-n)]~,
114 and the other input thereof connected to the output of the
Because the current sources are simply redirected from one
output register labeled "8" on a line 116. The bubble
line to the other during the search process, the minimum
generation block 114 is operable, in response to generation
differential voltage distance is 2V0. Moreover, AV=O is not 25 of the frame find signal FRFND to place a zero in the input
a valid solution of the above equation. It reveals that the
register labeled "O" in the circular register 110. In the
comparator threshold should be set to zero to decide
absence of the FRFND signal, the output of the bubble
generation block 114 is raised high, such that the output of
between AV=V, (found if n=t) and AV=-V, (not found if
n=t+l).
the register labeled "8" is input to the input register labeled
Referring now to FIG. 5, there is illustrated a schematic 30 "0".This allows a logic " 0 to be continuously inserted into
diagram of the threshold current source 58. The threshold
only one bit of the register 110 as it is clocked by the CK
current source 58 is comprised of four current sources for
signal. Whenever a "O" is output from the output register
sinking current from the ERR line 50. There are provided
labeled " 8 , this will constitute a frame border. It is noted
four current switching transistors 90, having the drains
that whenever the sync word is detected, the next eight bits
thereof connected to the ERR line 50 and the sources thereof 35 must be loaded into the register 40 for the data is to be
connected to an associated current source. The gates of the
latched into the latch 34. Therefore, the frame border must
be delayed by nine clock cycles before generating the FR
four transistors are connected to signals BPZ, THO, TH1 and
TH2. The BPZ signal is a bypass mode signal and will not
signal. When this is generated, the output of register 40 is
then latched, this output constituting the next data word
be considered. The threshold signals THO-Bar, TH1-Bar and
TH2-Bar are all the complement value. The transistor 90 40 following the sync word. The bubble generation block 114
associated with the signal THO-Bar is connected to the drain
therefore merely generates a low logic level on the input to
of an N-channel transistor 92, the source thereof connected
the AND gate 112 for a single clock cycle to ensure that a
to ground and the gate thereof connected to the bias voltage
logic "low" is loaded into the register 110 on the input
line 90. The transistor 90 associated with the threshold gate
thereof. The output of the register 110 on the register labeled
control signal TH1-Bar has the source thereof connected to 45 "s" is also input to a register block 118 to provide a sync
the drain of an N-channel transistor 94 with the source of
output signal that is delayed and stored.
transistor 94 connected to ground and the gate thereof
Referring now to FIG. 7, there is illustrated a more
connected to the bias voltage line 70. The source of the
detailed block diagram of the serial data register 40 and 42
transistor 90 associated with the TH2-Bar gate control signal
and the data latch 34. Each of the registers in the serial data
is connected to the drain of an N-channel transistor 96 so register 40 and the serial data register 42 are comprised of
having the source thereof connected to ground and the gate
a masterlslave combination. There is provided a master latch
thereof connected to the bias voltage line 70. The transistors
130 having the input connected to the serial data input,
92, 94 and 96 are sized in integer multiples or are interdigiwhich for the first register will be the DTI input and for
tated of the transistors 68. Each of the transistors 68 will be
subsequent registers will be the output of the previous
considered to have a reference size of W/L representing the ss register. The output of the master latch 130 is input to the
width-to-length ratio. The transistor 92 is a factor of two
input of a slave latch 132. The output of slave latch 132 is
greater than the transistor 68, the transistor 94 is a factor of
connected to the input of the next master latch 130. The
four greater, and the transistor 96 is a factor of 8 greater.
master latch 130 is clocked by the inverse of the clock signal
Therefore, transistor 92 will have a current therethrough of
CK and the slave latch 1302 is clocked by the CK signal.
21,, transistor 94 will have a current therethrough of 41, and 60 Therefore, whenever the clock signal is low, the master latch
will latch data on the output thereof and, whenever the clock
the transistor 96 will have a current therethrough of 81,, I,
being the current through each of the transistors 68.
signal goes high, the slave latch 132 will clock the data to
The transistor 90 associated with the BPZ gate control
the output thereof. This output is labeled "Q".
signal has the source thereof connected to the drain of an
The data latch 34 is also a masterlslave configuration with
N-channel transistor 98, the source thereof connected to 65 each data register therein comprised of a master latch 134
ground and the gate thereof connected to the bias signal 70.
and a slave latch 136. The master latch 134 has the input
Transistor 98 has a size relationship that is three times the
thereof connected to the output of the associated slave latch
ks(~-1)-2n
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132 in the serial data register 40. The output of the master
What is claimed is:
1. A sync detect circuit for detecting the presence of a
latch 134 is connected to the input of the associated one of
the latches 136 in the data latch 34. The master latches 134
series of sync bits in a predetermined order of n data bits in
are clocked by the frame sync signal FR and the slave
length in a serial digital data stream and clocked with a bit
latches 136 are clocked by the PCK system word clock. The 5 clock, comprising:
master latches 134 are clocked such that they will latch data
a serial data register for receiving the data bits from the
therethrough on a low logic level of the FR signal, whereas
serial data stream and having a length at least n, said
a high logic level is required for the PCK signal. By
serial data register clocked by the bit clock;
providing the masterlslave relationship with the latches 134
a
current domain converter for converting each of
and 136 in the data latch 34, the internal frame sync signal lo
sequential bits into the current domain such that a
FR allows the data to be loaded into the master latches 134
discrete current value is output for each of the n bits in
with an internal frame signal associated with the sync detect
said serial data register, the value thereof corresponding
circuit 10, whereas the system sync clock signal PCK allows
to the bit mismatch digital value of the associated serial
data to be output therefrom in synchronization with the word
bit;
rate of the system. It is noted that the master latch 134 loads
a summing circuit for summing the discrete current values
on the "low" logic level of the CK signal, whereas the PCK l5
associated with all of the converted n bits stored in said
signal transfers data on the "high" level of the CK signal.
serial data register to provide a summed value;
Therefore, the masterlslave latches 134 and 136 will not be
a
for
the summed value with a
"transparent." Additionally, since there is a separate internal
reference sum value; and
frame sync signal, it is not necessary to align the system
a 'YnC detect
generator for generating a 'ync detect
word ,-lock PCK with the internal frame sync signal FR, 20
signal when said comparator provides a threshold comReferring now to FIG. 8, there is illustrated a timing
parison of the summed value with said reference sum
diagram for the clock signals CK and the system word clock
value.
PCK. The data output of each of the slave latches 132 is
2.
The
sync detect circuit of claim 1, wherein said parallel
labeled as ''QyThis illustrates the operation of the structure
25 current domain converter is operable to convert each of the
of FIG. 7.
n sequential match/mismatch bits stored in the serial data
Each of the shift register cells in both the serial register 40
register into a
current domain.
and the data latch 34 is a relatively straight forward level3.
The
sync
detect
circuit
of claim 2, wherein said parallel
sensitive D-type latch, The master latch 130 operates with a
current domain 'Omerter comprises:
simple reset operation. Each of the master latches 130 and
a first differential node and a second differential node;
134 have a power-down mode of operation, ~~~i~~ this 30
a plurality of switchable current sources associated with
power down-mode, the clock inputs are set such that the
said first and second differential nodes, each of said
latches enter the state wherein the output of each of the
switchable current sources associated with one of the n
master latches will be a logic "I", the clock input to the
sequential bits in said serial data register and switchmaster latches 134 is forced to an inactive state of a logic "1"
able to said first differential node when the associated
and the PCK clock is forced to an inactive state of a logic 35
one of the n bits matches said corresponding one of said
"0".This will force a logic "1" output on the output of each
n sync bits and switchable to said second differential
of the slave latches 132 and logic "1" output on each of the
node when the associated one of the n bits is misslave latches 136. This effectively renders the master latches
matched with the corresponding one of said n sync bits;
130 and 134 "opaque", i.e., they do not allow data to be
said summing circuit comprising said first and second
transmitted therethrough. They merely force the output to be 40
differential nodes for summing the switched current
a logic "1". The slave latches 132 and 136, on the other
thereto by said switchable current sources, respechand, are transparent and pass the forced output of the
tively; and
master latches 130 and 134, respectively, therethrough. In
this manner, reset circuitry is needed only in master latches
wherein said comparator is operable to determine the
45
difference between said summed current on said first
and not in the slave latches.
In another power-down operation, the register 42 will be
and second differential nodes and compare said differpowered down after detection of the sync word. This is due
ence with a predetermined reference.
to the fact that it is no longer needed.
4. The sync detect circuit of claim 1, wherein said serial
In summary, there has been provided the sync detect
data register has a length of n.
5. The sync detect circuit of claim 1, wherein the sync bits
circuit that is operable to detect the presence of a sync word so
in a serial data string by converting the digital word to a
are arranged in an order that represents a discrete multiple of
parallel word in the current domain. In the current domain,
a system data word associated with the data received in the
currents are added to a first line in the presence of a logic bit
serial data register.
6. The sync detect circuit of claim 5, wherein the series of
match value and to a second line in the presence of a logic
bit mismatch value. These currents are added for each bit in ss sync bits comprises two data words in length.
7. The sync detect circuit of claim 1, and further comthe sync word and then the two values compared with each
other. When the value falls below a predetermined reference,
prising a frame boundary detect circuit for generating a
this indicates the presence of a sync detect word. This event
frame sync signal upon generation of said sync detect signal,
then triggers the generation of a frame boundary for a word.
such that the presence of said sync detect signal indicates the
This frame boundary is then utilized to latch the next and 60 presence of a frame boundary associated with the beginning
following data word in a latch and then output it to the
of a data word that is to be received in the next sequential
system.
number of bits received in the serial data register after
Although the preferred embodiment has been described in
detection of said sync detect signal and wherein said n
detail, it should be understood that various changes, substisequential bits are the last n bits stored in said serial data
tutions and alterations can be made therein without depart- 65 register.
8. The sync detect circuit of claim 7, and further coming from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by
the appended claims.
prising a parallel data register for receiving the output of the
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first m-bits of said serial data register, m being the length of
a data word in the serial data stream, said parallel data
register loaded by said frame sync signal.
9. The sync detect circuit of claim 8, wherein said frame
detect circuit comprises a delay for delaying the generation s
of said frame sync signal by m clock cycles of the bit clock,
such that the next m bits can be loaded into the serial data
register prior to loading into said serial data register.
10. The sync detect circuit of claim 9, wherein said frame
detect circuit comprises a circular m-bit register having first 10
logic signals stored therein and clocked by the bit clock such
that the values passed therethrough are recirculated and an
insertion circuit for inserting a logic signal of a second logic
state into the first of the registers in said circular register
with the mth register being the output register for outputting IS
said frame detect signal whenever said mth register is at the
second logic state.
11.Amethod for detecting the presence of a series of sync
bits in a predetermined order of n data bits in length in a
serial digital data stream and clocked with a bit clock, 20
comprising the steps of:
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receiving in a serial data register the data bits from the
serial data stream and having a length at least n, and
clocking the serial data register clocked with the bit
clock;
converting each of
sequential bits into the current
domain with a parallel current domain converter such
that a discrete current value is output for each of the n
bits in the serial data register, the value thereof corresponding to the bit mismatch digital value of the
associated serial bit;
summing the discrete current values associated with all of
the converted n bits stored in said serial data register
with a summing circuit to provide a summed value;
comparing the summed value with a reference sum value
with a comparator; and
generating a sync detect signal when the step of comparing provides a threshold comparison of the summed
value with the reference sum value.

* * * * *

